Aging is inevitable.

You notice it when your close up vision becomes
more and more difficult to see. Whether you’re

in an office, kitchen or classroom, the distorted

vision from your progressive lenses can be very

BENEFITS

eye strain side effects from too much unwanted

Perfect vision for your specific needs.

frustrating. What’s worse are the headaches and
distortions.

Prevents eye fatigue from lens distortion.
Jena Indoor lenses are backed by 100 day
unconditional guarantee!

Jena Indoor Device, Workspace & Studio

Add our Zero Blue coating for the best blue
light protection available.

specifically designed for indoor* use.

LIMITED TIME OFFER

lenses are the clearest, most precise lenses
By using your specific facial measurements,
frame parameters and prescription, our

Receive a FREE upgrade from

custom German software will engineer
personalized lenses with almost no
distortion – perfect comfort.

*INDOOR LENSES ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR DRIVING.

ZERO BLUE
Don’t forget about eye fatigue, sleeplessness
and serious ocular damage associated with

standard thickness to thinner

AGE IS NO BARRIER TO

YOUTHFUL VISION

lenses ! (1.50 to 1.56)

FREE Jena Lens Cleaner spray,

cloth and compact screw driver!

Free yourself from lens distortion and
protect your eyes from harmful blue
light damage and see clearly with...

high energy blue light emitted from most
modern devices.

W W W. J E N A L E N S . C O M

Protect your eyes and health with an upgrade
to Zero Blue technology, the most effective

high energy blue light protection available!

WWW.JENALENS.COM

Visit our website for more information and or
to find an eye care professional near you.

Normani is a mom and

manages her popular fashion
blog at home on her tablet

DEVICE

everyday.

With Jena Device, she does not
have to worry about straining
her eyes spending hours

posting new content online.

DEVICE

~1 meter (3 ft)
Close distance tasks
with an optimal
depth of field up to
1 m (3 ft)

Along with meeting clients,
Mark’s job requires him to

juggle between his laptop and

WORKSPACE

paper documents consistently.
Mark’s eyes are always

WORKSPACE
~2 meters (6 ft)

comfortable switching back

Close to mid distance

of his Jena Workspace glasses.

depth of field up to

and forth thanks to the clarity

tasks with an optimal
2 m (6 ft)

Peter enjoys his weekends

painting in the comfort of his

STUDIO

art studio.

Jena Studio allows Peter to see
the subject across the room

clearly and draw in great detail.

STUDIO

~4 meters (12 ft)
Mid to far distance
viewing with an
optimal depth of field
up to 4m (12 ft)

